
* * * * *  
Google Drive for all reports: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PBERG6tDfBGKgsqy2SLVr9iYi4wW8z-7   
Follow Convoy Organizers (Twitter) @Tamara_MVC @BJdichter   
Follow @tomtsec (Twitter, GETTR) for info and updates 
IF YOU SEE VIOLENCE – Call 911 or if you see suspicious activity report it to Truck Captains.  
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This book, Covid 19: The Great Reset is from the World Economic Forum. Deputy Prime Minister 

Freeland is on the Board of Trustees of the WEF. 

INSPIRATIONAL THOUGHT FOR THE DAY  

Do not take counsel of your fears.  

OTTAWA WEATHER 

Over the next three days, Ottawa weather will see a low of minus 5 and a high of plus three. Each day 

will see a minor accumulation of snow or rain.  Temperatures will drop again for Saturday and Sunday. 

PRE-EMPTIVE PLANNING  

Freedom Convoy 2022 personnel had a live stream briefing in the late evening hours of 07 February 

2022.  The title of the broadcast is “A Pre-Emptive SOS.”  The intent of the briefing was to point out that 

police officials are planning a massive increase in their presence in Ottawa. If the increase continues, 

Freedom Convoy 2022 will invite the world to travel to Ottawa to witness the operations. Others who 

cannot make it to Ottawa will be asked to show their support through other means. The federal 

government, in conjunction with the RCMP leadership, is pushing Canada towards its own Tiananmen 

Square moment. The briefing can be seen on multiple platforms including 

https://sp.rmbl.ws/s8/2/Q/3/x/c/Q3xcd.caa.rec.mp4?u=0&b=0  
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INFORMATION OPERATIONS  

Freedom Convoy 2022 assess that the Government of Canada is engaged in another “information 

operation” in order to provoke civil disobedience and violence. They are doing this by shaping and 

exploiting official sources of information.  One objective of the info op is to deter Canadians from 

supporting the convoy movement while running a smear campaign against organizers (Mayor Watson, 

Councillor Deans, Chief Stoly etc).  The Canadian Forces, for example, was temporarily engaged in an 

information operations campaign against Canadian citizens early in the pandemic. For more on that see 

https://ottawacitizen.com/news/national/defence-watch/canadian-forces-information-operations-

pandemic-campaign-squashed-after-details-revealed-to-top-general  

OTHER OPERATIONS  

While not directly part of #Freedom Convoy 2022, several sympathy demonstrations are occurring. The 

crossing to the US at Windsor was closed by heavy truck traffic.  The Sarnia crossing was temporarily 

closed.  The legislature in Manitoba is the scene of an increased presence of supporters. 

AMAZON WAREHOUSE 

Freedom Convoy 2022 paid a social call to the Amazon warehouse and distribution center in Ottawa on 

07 February 2022.  Social calls will be made to several other Ottawa locations over the next several days. 

TOW TRUCKS REFUSING SERVICE  

According to Ottawa City Manage Steve Kanellakos, all tow truck companies under contract to the City 

of Ottawa are refusing to provide heavy tow services.  This has been a common occurrence right across 

Canada as tow truck operators are considering their long term relationships with the trucking industry as 

well as the Canadian public.  Multiple sources suggest police officials are clueless on how to remove the 

trucks unless the drivers themselves are willing to move them. For more on this see 

https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/canada/towing-companies-on-contract-to-city-refuse-to-move-

convoy-trucks/ar-AATAXNH?ocid=msedgntp  

DAILY HUMOUR 

Kentucky Fried Chicken Customer:  I want the Trudeau Special 

KFC Staff Member:  Sorry, you want what? 

Customer:  I want your Trudeau Special. 

Staff member:  I am not sure I understand 

Customer:  I want the chicken dinner. 
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